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of the Assistance Board in 1934, and certain trunk roads were trans-
terredmI93^totheMinister0fTransport. The importance of fire ser-
vices to the Civil Defence during the Second World War led to IKeir
amalgamation nito a National Fire Service under the Home Office,
but in 1948 the Service was again transferred to local authorities
Bounty and county borough councils).   As reconstruction plans
began to take shape there was seen a marked tendency to deprive
local authorities, and particularly the smaller ones, of their powers
in the interests of efficiency and uniform administration. Even where
there is no pressure for the transfer of powers to the Central Govern-
ment, there is pressure for the transfer of vital services to the larger
authorities and the creation of larger areas ( Since 1945 the larger
authorities (county and county borough councils) have lost to the
Central Government their hospital and public assistance services and
in borough areas all the electricity and gas undertakings of the local
authorities were transferred to nationalised boards in 1948)[ County
councils have acquired responsibility for (inter alia} town and
country planning^and fire services, the former at the expense of the
district councils. * All borough councils have acquired new powers in
relation to the provision of entertainments, publicity services and
civic restaurants. The National Health Service has added a range of
ad hoc authorities under the direction and control of the Minister of
Health and has deprived local authorities of certain public health
powers as well as of the hospital services.
It is, difficult to equate the comparative inefficency and penury of Problem of
a poor agricultural county or a small borough in a rural area with Areas-
the efficiency and wealth of a prosperous and autonomous urban
area of the size, say, of Birmingham) On the other hand as areas
become larger, local patriotism becomes less and there is no longer
direct contact between the citizen and his local coundllorJ/If the
smaller bodies are shorn of all their effective powers, it will no longer
be worth the while of good men to stand for election^ The nation
has gamed much from the use of local government as a training
ground for national politics, and national life would be impoverished
if the smaller authorities disappeared or became ineffective. There is,
however, a widespread belief that the smaller authorities do not
attain an adequate standard of efficiency and that they are in too*
dose contact with their constituents to apply their powers fearlessly
where individual rights are affected. In 1945 a pronouncement by
the Government on local government organisation advocated the
retention of the present system of areas with the continued establish-
ment of joint boards or joint committees where co-ordination of
services between two or more areas is necessary. Such a policy does
not, however, rule out ultimate integration of the joint bodies in any
area into a single co-operating unit, if experience should show this to

